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CHAPTER 5 The Value of Common Stocks 95 

Average Forecasted 
Dividend Yield" Growth Rateb 

Burlington Northern Santa Fe 1.47% 12.74% 14.21% 
CSX 1.06 15.52 16.58 
Norfolk Southern 1.41 14.92 16.34 

1.91 12.67 14.57 

:; (-,l; ,,1, < 

··.·~~:>t"of~equity~ti~.atesfor lJ;~1.r:aUroa.~j:2,O~~:.iM~~ti~~.t~$.~~!ifR~#~~nt:~~~6.~~F;ir;rl~;j:.~~!i~:;[;,i,..... 
. 'this case prob!;lbly. ove~stjmat~·'th~T!;llrr6a.dsf true:c"bSto,f;:eqult)!beeaustlthe f()J!'e<!as~e~~r<>:WtJ1:r'ate$·"it~~n~t}\:· . 
be sustained in perpetuity, .' . . .., '. ..... . .... . ·.s· . 

·AveriogeofmopthIYQiVidendyleldsmiring20Qs.· • ••.• 
.b aa:sed Qnlar;:&..aveTages .ofsecurityan~!yii'ts:gf:!>¢Ifdre¢<lst$• 
.cSOme rows do not add up beql"Useof.FOtIl1pJ!!g... '.' 
d Weights based on total marRet\lalttes oftnerailr!>aels'~mmon:stock. . .' ..... ..•. ...•..•.. '. . .•. 

·.Source: U.s; Surf!lceTransportationBoard, "RliilroadDos! of .crw"rtal:-2005;":$:ep~~ben·1;5,2~()6ti·;.t'ii[ 

Dangers Lurk in Constant-Growth Formulas 
The simple constant-growth DCF formula is an extremely useful rule of thumb, 
but no more than that. Naive trust in the formula has led many financial analysts 
to silly conclusions. 

We have stressed the difficulty of estimating r by analysis of one stock only. Try 
to use a large sample of equivalent-risk securities. Even that may not work, but at 
least it gives the analyst a fighting chance, because the inevitable errors in estimat
ing r for a single security tend to balance out across a broad sample. 

In addition, resist the temptation to apply the formula to firms having high cur
rent rates of growth. Such growth can rarely be sustained indefinitely, but the 
constant-growth DCF formula assumes it can. This erroneous assumption leads to 
an overestimate of r. Table 5.3 is probably an example of such an overestimate. The 
four largest U.S. railroads were expanding rapidly in 2005 and 2006 as they recov
ered from a period of low profitability. Security analysts were forecasting contin
ued recovery and earnings growth at 12% to 15% for the next few years. But the 
rate of growth was bound to slow down when the recovery was completed. Thus 
analysts and investors were not assuming a single future growth rate, but at least 
two: a near-term rate of rapid growth, then a transition to a moderate long-term 
growth rate. There was no basis for assuming 12% to 15% growth in perpetuity. 

DCF Valuation with Varying Growth Rates Consider Growth-Tech, Inc., a firm 
with DIV} = $.50 and Po = $50. The firm has plowed back 80% of earnings and has 
had a return on equity (ROE) of 25%. This means that in the past 

Dividend growth rate = plowback ratio X ROE = .80 X .25 = .20 

The temptation is to assume that the future long-term growth rate g also 
equals .20. This would imply 

.50 
r = -- + .20 = .21 

50.00 
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Chapter 6: Alternative Asset Pricing Models 

yield effects in Figure 6-2 can be imagined, substituting a skewness line for 
the dividend yield line. 

California water utilities in the late 1990s and continuing in the 2000s provide 
a good example of skewness effects. Because of the asymmetry in the future 
water supply, there is a greater probability of downside returns to investors 
under adverse supply conditions, but essentially no probability of correspond-
ingly large positive returns. That is, these water utilities' future profitability 
is constrained by both the regulatory process and by a negatively skewed 
water supply. Hence, measures of variability and covariability, such as standard 
deviation and beta, are likely to provide downward-biased estimates of the 
true risk relative to that of unregulated firms and other utilities. 

Another example is provided by some regulatory incentive plans where the 
risks of potential losses are borne exclusively by shareholders due to an 
absence of any return floor and the presence of a limit on the allowable 
recovery of cost increases. The benefits of added efficiencies and productivity 
gains achieved by the company over and above the allowed return are absorbed 
totally by ratepayers. Such lack of symmetry ("heads I win, tails you lose") 
clearly increases risk and results in a deterioration of the regulatory climate 
and higher capital costs. 

In both of these examples, the implication is that an additional risk premium 
must be added to the business-as-usual return on equity to compensate for 
the added risks. The lack of symmetry in investor returns must be considered. 
A risk premium sufficient to compensate investors for the limited upside 
returns/unlimited downside returns versus comparable risk companies and 
other utilities is required. To wit, in California's New Regulatory Framework 
designed to regulate large telecommunications companies, a 50 basis point 
increment was added to the benchmark rate of return on equity in order to 
compensate for the lack of symmetry in the plan. 

Size Effect 

Investment risk increases as company size diminishes, all else—remaining 
constant. Small companies have very different returns than large ones, and 
on average they have been higher. The greater risk of small stocks does not 
fully account for their higher returns over many historical periods. The size 
phenomenon is well-documented in the finance literature. Empirical studies 
by Banz (1981) and Reinganum (1981A) have found that investors in small-
capitalization stocks require higher returns than predicted by the standard 
CAPM. Reinganum (1981A) examined the relationship between the size of 
the firm and its P/E ratio, and found that small firms experienced average 
returns greater than those of large firms that were of equivalent•systematic 
risk (beta). He found that small firms produce greater returns than could be 
explained by their risks. These results were confirmed in a separate test by 
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FIGURE 6-4 
CAPM AND COMPANY SIZE 
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Banz (1981) who examined stock returns over the much longer 1936-1975 
period, fmding that stocks of small firms earned higher risk-adjusted abnormal 
returns than those of large firms. Fama and French (1992, 1993, 1997) find 
that company size and the reciprocal of the M/B ratio are significantly related 
to stock returns (cost of equity). The Fama-French asset pricing model is 
discussed later in this chapter. 

The relationship between firm size and return cuts across the entire size 
spectrum but is most evident among smaller companies that have higher 
returns than larger ones on average. Ibbotson Associates' well-known historical 
return series publication covering the period 1926 to the present reinforces 
this evidence (Ibbotson Associates' 2005 Yearbook, Valuation Edition). To 
illustrate, the Ibbotson data suggests that under SIC Code 49, Electric, Gas 
& Sanitary Services, the average return for that group over an almost 80-year 
period was 14.03% for the small-cap company group and 10.86% for the 
large-cap group, more than a 300 basis point difference. This is true for all 
industry groups. Overall, for the period 1926-2004, Ibbotson finds that the 
smaller companies have experienced returns that are not fully explainable by 
their higher betas, and that the excess return of that predicted by the CAPM 
increases as size decreases, suggesting that the cost of equity for small stocks 
is considerably larger than for large capitalization stocks. Ibbotson Associates 
provides estimates of the size premium required to be added to the basic 
CAPM cost of equity, shown in the following table. Figure 6-4 portrays the 
situation graphically. 
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Abstract

Wong concluded there is weak empirical support that firm size is a missing factor from the capital
asset pricing model for industrial stocks but not for utility stocks. Her weak results, however, do not rule
out the possibility of a small firm effect for utilities. The issue she addressed has important financial
implications in regulated proceedings that set rates of return for utilities. New studies based on different
size water utilities are presented that do support a small firm effect in the utility industry.
© 2002 Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois. All rights reserved.

Keywords:Utility stocks; Beta risk; Firm size

Annie Wong concludes there is some weak evidence that firm size is a missing factor from
the capital asset pricing model (“CAPM”) for industrial stocks but not for utility stocks (Wong,
1993, p. 98). This “firm size effect” is an observation that small firms tend to earn higher returns
than larger firms after controlling for differences in estimates of beta risk in the CAPM. Wong
notes that if the size effect exists, it has important implications and should be considered by
regulators when they determine fair rates of return for public utilities. This paper re-examines
the basis for her conclusions and presents new information that indicates there is a small firm
effect in the utility sector.

1. Reconsideration of the evidence provided by Wong

Wong relies onBarry and Brown (1984)andBrauer (1986)to suggest the small firm effect
may be explained by differences in information available to investors of small and large firms.

∗ Tel.: +1-503-370-9563; fax:+1-503-370-9566.
E-mail address:tzepp@ur-inc.com (T.M. Zepp).

1062-9769/02/$ – see front matter © 2002 Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois. All rights reserved.
PII: S1062-9769(02)00172-2
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She states that requirements to file reports and information generated during regulatory pro-
ceedings indicate the same amount of information is available for large and small utilities and
thus, if the differential information hypothesis explains the small firm effect, then the unifor-
mity of information available among utility firms would suggest the size effect should not be
observed in the utility industry. But contrary to the facts she assumes, there are differences in
information available for large and small utilities. More parties participate in proceedings for
large utilities and thus generate more information. Also, in some jurisdictions smaller utilities
are not required to file all of the information that is required of larger firms. Thus, if the small
firm effect is explained by differential information, contrary to Wong’s hypothesis, differences
in available information suggests there is a small firm effect in the utility industry. Wong did
not discuss other potential explanations of the small firm effect for utilities.2

Wong’s empirical results are not strong enough to conclude that beta risks of utilities are
unrelated to size. In the period 1963–1967, when monthly data were used to estimate betas, her
estimates of utility betas as well as industrial betas increased as the size of the firms decreased,
but she did not find the same inverse relationship between size and beta risk for utilities in other
periods. Being unable to demonstrate a relationship between size and beta in other periods
may be the result of Wong using monthly, weekly and daily data to make those beta estimates.
Roll (1980)concluded trading infrequency seems to be a powerful cause of bias in beta risk
estimates when time intervals of a month or less are used to estimate betas for small stocks.
When a small stock is thinly traded, its stock price does not reflect the movement of the market,
which drives down the apparent covariance with the market and creates an artificially low beta
estimate.

Ibbotson Associates (2002)found that when annual data are used to estimate betas, beta
estimates for the smaller firms increase more than beta estimates for larger firms.Table 1
comparesValue Line (2000)beta estimates for three relatively small water utilities that are
made with weekly data and an adjusted beta estimated with pooled annual data for the utilities
for the 5-year period ending in December 2000. In making the latter estimate, it is assumed that
the underlying beta for each of water utilities is the same. Thet-statistics for the unadjusted beta

Table 1
Beta estimates reported by Value Line and estimated with pooled annual returns for relatively small water utilities

Value Linea Estimated with
annual datab

Connecticut Water Service 0.45
Middlesex Water 0.45
SJW Corporation 0.50
Average 0.47 0.78
t-statistic 2.72c,d

a As reported inValue Line (2000). Betas estimated with 5 years of weekly data.
b Estimated with pooled annual return premiums for the 5-year period ending December 2000. Proxy market

returns are total returns for the S&P 500 index. Dummy variable in 1999 to reflect the proposed acquisition of SJW
Corporation included in analysis.

c Significant at the 95% level.
d The t-statistic for the null hypothesis that the true beta is 0.18 (the derived unadjusted Value Line beta) when

the estimated betas is 0.65 (the unadjusted estimated beta) is 1.97. It is significant at the 95% level.
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estimate is reported in parentheses. As was found byIbbotson Associates (2002)for stocks in
general, when annual data are used to estimate betas for small utility stocks, the beta estimate
increases.

Wong used theFama and MacBeth (1973)approach to estimate how well firm size and beta
explain future returns in four periods. She reports weak empirical results for both the industrial
and utility sectors. In every one of the statistical results reported for utilities, the coefficient for
the size effect has a negative sign as would be expected if there is a size effect in the utility
industry but only one of the results was found to be statistically significant at the 5% level. With
the industrial sector, though she found two cases to have a significant size effect, a negative
sign for the size coefficient occurred only 75% of the time. What is puzzling is that with these
weak results, Wong concludes the analysis provides support for the small firm effect for the
industrial industry but no support for a small firm effect for the utility industry.

2. New evidence on risk premiums required by small utilities

Two other studies support a conclusion that small utilities are more risky than larger ones.
A study made by Staff of the Water Utilities Branch of the California Public Utilities Com-
mission Advisory and Compliance Division (CPUC Staff, 1991) used proxies for beta risk and
determined small water utilities were more risky than larger water utilities. Part of the difficulty
with examining the question of relative risk of utilities is that the very small utilities are not
publicly-traded. This CPUC Staff study addressed that concern by computing proxies for beta
risk estimated with accounting data for the period 1981–1991 for 58 water utilities. Based on
that analysis, CPUC Staff concluded that smaller water utilities were more risky and required
higher equity returns than larger water utilities. Following 8 days of hearings and testimony by
21 witnesses regarding this study, it was adopted by the California Public Utilities Commission
in CPUC Decision 92-03-093, dated March 31, 1992.

Table 2provides the results of another study of differences in required returns estimated
from discounted cash flow (“DCF”) model estimates of the costs of equity for water utilities
of different sizes. The study compares average estimates of equity costs for two smaller water
utilities, Dominguez Water Company and SJW Corporation, with equity cost estimates for
two larger companies, California Water Service and American States Water, for the period
1987–1997. All four utilities operated primarily in the same regulatory jurisdiction during
that period. Estimates of future growth are required to make DCF estimates.Gordon, Gordon,
and Gould (1989)found that a consensus of analysts’ forecasts of earnings per share for the
next 5 years provides a more accurate estimate of growth required in the DCF model than
three different historical measures of growth. Unfortunately, such analysts’ forecasts are not
generally available for small utilities and thus this study assumes, as was assumed by staff at
the regulatory commission, that investors relied upon past measures of growth to forecast the
future. The results inTable 2show that the smaller water utilities had a cost of equity that, on
average, was 99 basis points higher than the average cost of equity for the larger water utilities.
This result is statistically significant at the 90% level. In terms of the issues being addressed by
Wong, the 99 basis points could be the result of differences in beta risk, the small firm effect or
some combination of the two.
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Table 2
Small firm equity cost differential: case study based on a comparison of DCF equity cost estimates for larger and smaller California water utilities (1987–1997)

Larger water utilitiesa Smaller water utilitiesb Smaller utilities minus
larger utilities

D0/P0

(%)
Estimated
growth (%)c

Equity cost
estimate (%)d

D0/P0

(%)
Estimated
growth (%)c

Equity cost
estimate (%)d

1987 6.60 7.17 14.24 5.38 10.06 15.98 1.74
1988 6.75 6.30 13.48 5.81 9.08 15.42 1.94
1989 7.10 6.30 13.84 6.47 7.00 13.93 0.09
1990 7.24 6.19 13.87 6.96 7.51 14.99 1.11
1991 6.94 6.29 13.67 6.64 6.24 13.30 −0.36
1992 6.18 5.96 12.50 6.50 6.71 13.65 1.14
1993 5.32 5.68 11.30 5.49 6.31 12.15 0.85
1994 6.03 4.40 10.70 5.80 4.86 10.94 0.25
1995 6.44 3.86 10.55 6.44 4.88 11.64 1.09
1996 5.60 4.06 9.88 5.77 5.58 11.67 1.79
1997 4.93 3.31 8.40 4.52 4.89 9.64 1.23

Averarage difference 0.99
t-statistic 1.405e

Limited to period for which Dominguez Water Company data were available. 1998 excluded due to pending buyout.
a American States Water and California Water Service.
b Dominguez Water Company and SJW Corporation.
c Average of 5- and 10-year dividends per share growth, 10-year earnings per share growth and estimates of sustainable growth from internal and external

sources for the most recent 10-year period when data are available (1991–1997), otherwise most recent 5-year period (1987–1990).
d DCF equity cost as computed by California PUC staff:k = (D0/P0) × (1 + g) + g.
e Significant at the 90% level.
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3. Concluding remarks

Wong’s concluding remarks should be re-examined and placed in perspective. She noted
that industrial betas tend to decrease with increases in firm size but the same relationship
is not found in every period for utilities. Had longer time intervals been used to estimated
betas, as was done inTable 1, she may have found the same inverse relationship between size
and beta risk for utilities in other periods. She also concludes “there is some weak evidence
that firm size is a missing factor from the CAPM for the industrial but not the utility stocks”
(Wong, 1993, p. 98), but the weak evidence provides little support for a small firm effect existing
or not existing in either the industrial or utility sector. Two other studies discussed here support
a conclusion that smaller water utility stocks are more risky than larger ones. To the extent that
water utilities are representative of all utilities, there is support for smaller utilities being more
risky than larger ones.

Notes

1. Vice President.
2. The small firm effect could also be a proxy for numerous other omitted risk differences

between large and small utilities. An obvious candidate is differentials in access to
financial markets created by size. Some very small utilities are unable to borrow money
without backing of the owner. Other small utilities are limited to private placements of
debt and have no access to the more liquid financial markets available to larger utilities.
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